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Wpromote Launches New Social Media Advertising Platform, SocialBoost

Wpromote announces SocialBoost, a revolutionary advertising product designed to connect
local businesses to Facebook's 400 million members.

El Segundo, CA (PRWEB) May 19, 2010 -- Wpromote, a leader in online marketing solutions, is proud to
announce the launch of SocialBoost. This groundbreaking product is an easy, fast and cost-effective way to
advertise on the social networks without risk or long-term commitment. Starting at $99 a month, SocialBoost
clients receive professionally managed Facebook local advertising, expertly created ads as well as access to
powerful and proprietary monitoring tools.

“SocialBoost is the most efficient and economical full-service social media product to date. Many small
business owners are unsure of the value in advertising on social networks and confused about how to set up an
effective campaign. We take away the risk with SocialBoost and prove the value to our clients every month,”
says Founder & CEO, Michael Mothner.

The Facebook campaigns that SocialBoost develops focus on increasing brand awareness, developing customer
loyalty and generating high-quality traffic to client websites. SocialBoost provides expert creation and
optimization of social media advertisements to help companies align with the right people and build branding in
a relevant, valuable way. Ads are targeted and optimized for age, gender, location and interests. In addition,
monthly reports will be generated to track conversations and determine what tactics are working.

SocialBoost was developed as the perfect companion to QuickList, Wpromote’s award winning local search
engine marketing solution. With Quicklist, clients receive expertly created sponsored listings on the major
search engines by the experienced and certified campaign managers at Wpromote. Just like SocialBoost clients,
QuickList clients experience hassle-free, fast and professionally managed advertising with proven results.

SocialBoost clients are connecting with their client base and monetizing social networks at unprecedented rates.
Learn more about SocialBoost today!

About Wpromote:
Wpromote is an award-winning online advertising firm headquartered in El Segundo, CA. Founded in 2001 by
Michael Mothner, Wpromote has helped over 15,000 clients grow their businesses online. Wpromote has been
ranked #1 Integrated Search Engine Marketing Firm by TopSEO’s, and continues to rank as one of the fastest
growing companies by Inc. 500. Wpromote offers a wide range of online marketing services from expert PPC
Management to professional SEO, Social Media Optimization, Website development and more.
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Contact Information
MICHAEL MOTHNER
Wpromote
http://www.wpromote.com/socialboost
1.800.514.9469

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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